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"An examination of the execution of a prominent
Indonesian scientist during the Japanese occupation of
Indonesia in the Pacific War"-Challenges the persistent orthodoxies of the Tokyo
tribunal and provides a new framework for evaluating the
trial, revealing its importance to international
jurisprudence.
Recounts a U.S. Army psychiatrist's efforts to establish
Japanese civilian Okawa Shumei's actual role in a range
of audacious war activities during World War II.
The Tokyo Tribunal (1946-1948) tried Japanese leaders
for war crimes committed during the Second World War,
but behind the scenes, old legal traditions contended
with new legal ethics and refigured cultural perceptions
of how to bringing about justice.
Several war crimes trials are well-known to scholars, but
others have received far less attention. This book
assesses a number of these little-studied trials to
recognise institutional innovations, clarify doctrinal
debates, and identify their general relevance to the
development of international criminal law.
The ‘International Military Tribunal for the Far East’
(IMTFE), held in Tokyo from May 1946 to November
1948, was a landmark event in the development of
modern international criminal law. The trial in Tokyo was
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a complex undertaking and international effort to hold
individuals accountable for core international crimes and
delivering justice. The Tribunal consisted of 11 judges
and respective national prosecution teams from 11
countries, and a mixed Japanese–American team of
defence lawyers. The IMTFE indicted 28 Japanese
defendants, amongst them former prime ministers,
cabinet ministers, military leaders, and diplomats, based
on a 55-count indictment pertaining to crimes against
peace, war crimes, and crimes against humanity. The
judgment was not unanimous, with one majority
judgment, two concurring opinions, and three dissenting
opinions. The trial and the outcome were the subject of
significant controversy and the Tribunal’s files were
subsequently shelved in the archives. While its
counterpart in Europe, the ‘International Military
Tribunal’ (IMT) at Nuremberg, has been at the centre of
public and scholarly interest, the Tokyo Tribunal has
more recently gained international scholarly attention.
This volume combines perspectives from law, history,
and the social sciences to discuss the legal, historical,
political and cultural significance of the Tokyo Tribunal.
The collection is based on an international conference
marking the 70th anniversary of the judgment of the
IMTFE, which was held in Nuremberg in 2018. The
volume features reflections by eminent scholars and
experts on the establishment and functioning of the
Tribunal, procedural and substantive issues as well as
receptions and repercussions of the trial.
Like its Nuremberg counterpart, the Tokyo Trial was
foundational in the field of international law. However, until
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now, the persistent notion of 'victor's justice' in the existing
historical literature has made it difficult to treat it as such.
David Cohen and Yuma Totani seek to redress this by cutting
through persistent orthodoxies and ideologies that have
plagued the trial. Instead they present it simply as a judicial
process, and in so doing reveal its enduring importance for
international jurisprudence. A wide range of primary sources
are considered, including court transcripts, court exhibits, the
majority judgment, and five separate concurring and
dissenting opinions. The authors also provide comparative
analysis of the Allied trials at Nuremberg, resulting in a
comprehensive and empirically grounded study of the trial.
The Tokyo Tribunal was a watershed moment in the history of
the Asia-Pacific region. This groundbreaking study reveals it
is of continuing relevance today.
International tribunals are shown to be little more than a tool
of Western imperialism Victors' Justice is a potent and
articulate polemic against the manipulation of international
penal law by the West, combining historical detail, juridical
precision and philosophical analysis. Zolo's key thesis is that
contemporary international law functions as a two-track
system: a made-to-measure law for the hegemons and their
allies, on the one hand, and a punitive regime for the losers
and the disadvantaged, on the other. Though it constantly
advertised its impartiality and universalism, international law
served to bolster and legitimize, ever since the Tokyo and
Nuremberg trials, a fundamentally unilateral and unequal
international order.
An account of the bungling and greed that caused 120 men to
be stranded for two days and two nights on an icefield drifting
in the Atlantic. Describes the harsh, bloody trade of seal
hunting among the icefields - where ships and men are
expendable.
Michel Paradis’s Last Mission to Tokyo, a “superb” (The
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Wall Street Journal) and “engrossing...richly researched”
(The New York Times Book Review) account of a key but
underreported moment in World War II: The Doolittle Raids
and the international war crimes trial in 1945 that defined the
Japanese-American relations and changed legal history. In
1942, freshly humiliated from the attack on Pearl Harbor, the
United States was in search of a plan. President Roosevelt,
determined to show the world that our nation would not be
intimidated or defeated by enemy powers, demanded
recommendations for a show of strength. Jimmy Doolittle, a
stunt pilot with a doctorate from MIT, came forward and led
eighty young men, gathered together from the far-flung
corners of Depression-era America, on a seemingly
impossible mission across the Pacific. Sixteen planes in all,
they only had enough fuel for a one-way trip. Together, the
Raiders, as they were called, did what no one had
successfully done for more than a thousand years. They
struck the mainland of Japan and permanently turned the tide
of the war in the Pacific. Almost immediately, The Doolittle
Raid captured the public imagination, and has remained a
seminal moment in World War II history, but the heroism and
bravery of the mission is only half the story. In Last Mission to
Tokyo, Michel Paradis reveals the dramatic aftermath of the
mission, which involved two lost crews captured, tried, and
tortured at the hands of the Japanese, a dramatic rescue of
the survivors in the last weeks of World War II, and an
international manhunt and trial led by two dynamic and
opposing young lawyers—in which both the United States and
Japan accused the other of war crimes—that would change
the face of our legal and military history. Perfect for fans of
Lucky 666 and Nuremberg: Infamy on Trial, Last Mission to
Tokyo is an unforgettable war story-meets-courtroom-drama
that “captures the reader with the first sentence and never
lets go” (John Grisham).
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The Japanese Army committed numerous atrocities during its
pitiless campaigns in China from 1931 to 1945. Focusing on
the trials of Japanese war criminals, Barak Kushner analyzes
the political maneuvering and propagandizing in both China
and Japan that would roil East Asian relations throughout the
Cold War, with repercussions still felt today.
The question of national responsibility for crimes against
humanity became an urgent topic due to the charge of ethnic
cleansing against the previous Yugoslav government. But
that was not the first such urging of legal and moral
responsibility for war crimes. While the Nazi German regime
has been prototypical, the actions of the Japanese military
regime have been receiving increasing prominence and
attention. Indeed, Peter Li's volume examines the
phenomenon of denial as well as the deeds of destruction.
Certainly one of the most troublesome unresolved problems
facing many Asian and Western countries after the Asia
Pacific war (1931u1945) is the question of the atrocities
committed by the Japanese Imperial Army throughout Asia
and the Japanese government's repeated attempts to
whitewash their wartime responsibilities. The psychological
and physical wounds suffered by victims, their families, and
relations remain unhealed after more than half a century, and
the issue is now pressing. This collection undertakes the
critical task of addressing some of the multifaceted and
complex issues of Japanese war crimes and redress. This
collection is divided into five themes. In "It's Never Too Late
to Seek Justice," the issues of reconciliation, accountability,
and Emperor Hirohito's responsibility for war crimes are
explored. "The American POW Experience Remembered"
includes a moving account of the Bataan Death March by an
American ex-soldier. "Psychological Responses" discusses
the socio-psychological affects of the Nanjing Massacre and
Japanese vivisection on Chinese subjects. The way in which
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Japanese war atrocities have been dealt with in the theater
and cinema is the focus of "Artistic Responses." And central
to "History Must not Forget" are the questions of memory,
trauma, biological warfare, and redress. Included in this
volume are samples of the many presentations given at the
International Citizens' Forum on War Crimes and Redress
held in Tokyo in Decem
In The Corporation, Law and Capitalism, Baars offers a
radical Marxist perspective on law, tracing the corporation
from colonial times to the present multinational. ‘Corporate
accountability’ is shown to be a red herring in the struggle for
another world.

In Cold War Ruins Lisa Yoneyama argues that the
efforts intensifying since the 1990s to bring justice to
the victims of Japanese military and colonial violence
have generated what she calls a "transborder
redress culture." A product of failed post-World War
II transitional justice that left many colonial legacies
intact, this culture both contests and reiterates the
complex transwar and transpacific entanglements
that have sustained the Cold War unredressability
and illegibility of certain violences. By linking justice
to the effects of American geopolitical hegemony,
and by deploying a conjunctive cultural critique—of
"comfort women" redress efforts, state-sponsored
apologies and amnesties, Asian American
involvement in redress cases, the ongoing effects of
the U.S. occupation of Japan and Okinawa,
Japanese atrocities in China, and battles over WWII
memories—Yoneyama helps illuminate how redress
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culture across Asia and the Pacific has the potential
to bring powerful new and challenging perspectives
on American exceptionalism, militarized security,
justice, sovereignty, forgiveness, and decolonization.
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, the 1999 National Book
Award for Nonfiction, finalist for the Lionel Gelber
Prize and the Kiriyama Pacific Rim Book Prize,
Embracing Defeat is John W. Dower's brilliant
examination of Japan in the immediate, shattering
aftermath of World War II. Drawing on a vast range
of Japanese sources and illustrated with dozens of
astonishing documentary photographs, Embracing
Defeat is the fullest and most important history of the
more than six years of American occupation, which
affected every level of Japanese society, often in
ways neither side could anticipate. Dower, whom
Stephen E. Ambrose has called "America's foremost
historian of the Second World War in the Pacific,"
gives us the rich and turbulent interplay between
West and East, the victor and the vanquished, in a
way never before attempted, from top-level
manipulations concerning the fate of Emperor
Hirohito to the hopes and fears of men and women
in every walk of life. Already regarded as the
benchmark in its field, Embracing Defeat is a work of
colossal scholarship and history of the very first
order. John W. Dower is the Elting E. Morison
Professor of History at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He is a winner of the National Book
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Critics Circle Award for War Without Mercy.
From 1946-48 Elaine B. Fischel worked in Tokyo
alongside the American attorneys assigned to
defend the Japanese war criminals held responsible
for the torture and deaths of millions of civilians and
prisoners of war. She recounts the post-WWII
transition in Japan to the country's occupation by
their former enemy, and the subsequent surprise on
the part of the Japanese citizenry that the U.S.
allegiance to democracy meant providing a fair trial
even to the men considered the most evil
perpetrators of atrocities. In letters to her family at
the time, the author as a young woman tries to
explain her relationships with the defendants and her
own surprise at the growing fondness she felt for
many of the "villains" of WWII-particularly prime
minister and general Hideki Tojo, known during the
war as "Razor." Defending the Enemy is also the
story of a young woman who wants to make the
most of her time in a country so full of beauty.
Fischel interweaves the activities and intrigues of the
trial alongside her tales of travel throughout Japan,
her social engagements with high-ranking military
and civilians, and her unique enduring relationships,
such as her friendship with Emperor Hirohito's
brother, Prince Takamatsu. In doing so, Fischel
illuminates the paradoxes inherent during this period
in history. Elaine B. Fischel was born in New York.
Her widowed mother moved her girls out of the big
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city and raised Elaine and her sister in Southern
California. In addition to "honors" grades in high
school, Elaine's athletic abilities led to a number-one
ranking in Junior tennis and, while representing
UCLA, she became a National Intercollegiate Tennis
Champion. The end of World War II found Elaine
working in Tokyo for two-and-a-half years at the trial
of the twenty-eight accused Japanese war criminals.
General Douglas MacArthur, the leader of the
Occupation, recruited American lawyers to defend
the fallen leaders to insure that history would say this
was a "fair trial." Elaine's assignment to the Defense
enabled her to interact with the fallen leaders, who
had become "clients," and with military leaders,
diplomats, the Japanese royal family, and Japanese
citizens from all walks of life. When the trial was
over, Fischel returned home and attended the
University of Southern California School of Law. She
went on to practice law for fifty-seven years. Book
jacket.
This book provides a unique insider's view of the
International Military Tribunal at the end of the
Second World War and reflects on the nature and
limits of international law in peacekeeping.
As international criminal courts and tribunals have
proliferated and international criminal law is
increasingly seen as a key tool for bringing the
world's worst perpetrators to account, the
controversies surrounding the international trials of
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war criminals have grown. War crimes tribunals have
to deal with accusations of victors' justice, bad
prosecutorial policy and case management, and of
jeopardizing fragile peace in post-conflict situations.
In this exceptional book, one of the leading writers in
the field of international criminal law explores these
controversial issues in a manner that is accessible
both to lawyers and to general readers. Professor
William Schabas begins by considering the discipline
of international criminal law, outlining the differing
approaches to the description of international crimes
and examining the frequent claims relating to the
retroactive application of these crimes. The book
then discusses the relationship between genocide
and crimes against humanity, studying the
fascination with what Schabas calls the 'genocide
mystique'. International criminal tribunals have often
been stigmatized as an exercise in victors' justice.
This book traces how this critique developed and the
difficulty it poses to the identification of situations for
prosecution by the International Criminal Court. The
claim that amnesty for international crimes is
prohibited by international law is challenged, with a
more nuanced approach to the relationship between
justice and peace being proposed. Throughout the
book there is a strong historical perspective, with
constant reference to the early experiments in
international justice at Nuremberg and Tokyo. The
work also analyses the growing pains of the
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International Criminal Court as it enters its second
decade.
An internationally prominent activist for human rights
examines the war crimes of recent world history and
demonstrates the need for the creation of a
permanent tribunal at the United Nations to judge
and sentence war criminals. 15,000 first printing.
In the immediate aftermath of the armistice that
ended the First World War, the Allied nations of
Britain, France, and Italy agreed to put the fallen
German Emperor Kaiser Wilhelm II on trial, in what
would be the first ever international criminal tribunal.
In Britain, Lloyd George campaigned for re-election
on the slogan 'hang the Kaiser', but the Italians had
only lukewarm support for a trial, and there was
outright resistance from the United States. During
the Peace Conference, international lawyers
gathered for the first time to debate international
criminal justice. They recommended trial of the
Kaiser by an international tribunal for war crimes,
and the Americans relented, agreeing to a trial for a
'supreme offence against international morality'.
However, the Kaiser had fled to the Netherlands
where he obtained asylum, and though the Allies
threatened a range of measures if the former
Emperor was not surrendered, the Dutch refused
and the demands were dropped in March 1920. This
book, from renowned legal scholar William A.
Schabas, sheds light on perhaps the most important
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international trial that never was. Schabas draws on
numerous primary sources hitherto unexamined in
published work, including transcripts which vividly
illuminate this period of international law making. As
such, he has written a book which constitutes a
history of the very beginnings of international
criminal justice, a history which has never before
been fully told.
This book assesses the historical significance of the
International Military Tribunal for the Far East
(IMTFE)—commonly called the Tokyo
trial—established as the eastern counterpart of the
Nuremberg trial in the immediate aftermath of World
War II. Through extensive research in Japanese,
American, Australian, and Indian archives, Yuma
Totani taps into a large body of previously
underexamined sources to explore some of the
central misunderstandings and historiographical
distortions that have persisted to the present day.
Foregrounding these voluminous records, Totani
disputes the notion that the trial was an exercise in
“victors' justice” in which the legal process was
egregiously compromised for political and ideological
reasons; rather, the author details the achievements
of the Allied prosecution teams in documenting war
crimes and establishing the responsibility of the
accused parties to show how the IMTFE represented
a sound application of the legal principles
established at Nuremberg. This study deepens our
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knowledge of the historical intricacies surrounding
the Tokyo trial and advances our understanding of
the Japanese conduct of war and occupation during
World War II, the range of postwar debates on war
guilt, and the relevance of the IMTFE to the
continuing development of international humanitarian
law.
This book offers a detailed survey of the law and
practice of the Tokyo International Military Tribunal.
Grounded in new archival work by the authors, the
book considers the legal foundations of the Tribunal,
how political considerations affected prosecutorial
policy, the Judgment of the Tribunal, and its legacy
to international criminal justice.
Hiding in Plain Sight tells the story of the global effort
to apprehend the world’s most wanted fugitives.
Beginning with the flight of tens of thousands of Nazi
war criminals and their collaborators after World War
II, then moving on to the question of justice following
the recent Balkan wars and the Rwandan genocide,
and ending with the establishment of the
International Criminal Court and America’s pursuit of
suspected terrorists in the aftermath of 9/11, the
book explores the range of diplomatic and military
strategies—both successful and unsuccessful—that
states and international courts have adopted to
pursue and capture war crimes suspects. It is a story
fraught with broken promises, backroom politics,
ethical dilemmas, and daring escapades—all in the
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name of international justice and human rights.
Hiding in Plain Sight is a companion book to the
public television documentary Dead Reckoning:
Postwar Justice from World War II to The War on
Terror. For more information about the documentary,
visit www.pbs.org/wnet/dead-reckoning/. And for
more information about the Human Rights Center,
visit hrc.berkeley.edu.
Radhabinod Pal was an Indian jurist who achieved
international fame as the judge representing India at
the Tokyo War Crimes Tribunal and dissented from
the majority opinion, holding that all Japanese
“Class A” war criminals were not guilty of any of the
charges brought against them. In postwar Japanese
politics, right-wing polemicists have repeatedly
utilized his dissenting judgment in their political
propaganda aimed at refuting the Tokyo trial’s
majority judgment and justifying Japan’s aggression,
gradually elevating this controversial lawyer from
India to a national symbol of historical revisionism.
Many questions have been raised about how to
appropriately assess Pal’s dissenting judgment and
Pal himself. Were the arguments in Pal’s judgment
sound? Why did he submit such a bold dissenting
opinion? What was the political context? More
fundamentally, why and how did the Allies ever
nominate such a lawyer as a judge for a tribunal of
such great political importance? How should his
dissent be situated within the context of modern
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Asian history and the development of international
criminal justice? What social and political
circumstances in Japan thrust him into such a
prominent position? Many of these questions remain
unanswered, while some have been misinterpreted.
This book proposes answers to many of them and
presents a critique of the persistent revisionist denial
of war responsibility in the Japanese postwar rightwing movement.
International Law and New Wars examines how
international law fails to address the contemporary
experience of what are known as 'new wars' instances of armed conflict and violence in places
such as Syria, Ukraine, Libya, Mali, the Democratic
Republic of Congo and South Sudan. International
law, largely constructed in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, rests to a great extent on the
outmoded concept of war drawn from European
experience - inter-state clashes involving battles
between regular and identifiable armed forces. The
book shows how different approaches are
associated with different interpretations of
international law, and, in some cases, this has
dangerously weakened the legal restraints on war
established after 1945. It puts forward a practical
case for what it defines as second generation human
security and the implications this carries for
international law.
The aim of this new collection of essays is to engage
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in analysis beyond the familiar victor’s justice
critiques. The editors have drawn on authors from
across the world — including Australia, Japan, China,
France, Korea, New Zealand and the United
Kingdom — with expertise in the fields of international
humanitarian law, international criminal law,
Japanese studies, modern Japanese history, and the
use of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons.
The diverse backgrounds of the individual authors
allow the editors to present essays which provide
detailed and original analyses of the Tokyo Trial from
legal, philosophical and historical perspectives.
The klieg-lighted Tokyo Trial began on May 3, 1946,
and ended on November 4, 1948, a majority of the
eleven judges from the victorious Allies finding the
twenty-five surviving defendants, Japanese military
and state leaders, guilty of most, if not all, of the
charges. As at Nuremberg, the charges included for
the first time "crimes against peace" and "crimes
against humanity," as well as conventional war
crimes. In a polemical account, Richard Minear
reviews the background, proceedings, and judgment
of the Tokyo Trial from its Charter and simultaneous
Nuremberg "precedent" to its effects today. Mr.
Minear looks at the Trial from the aspects of
international law, of legal process, and of history.
With compelling force, he discusses the motives of
the Nuremberg and Tokyo proponents, the Trial's
prejudged course—its choice of judges, procedures,
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decisions, and omissions—General MacArthur's
review of the verdict, the criticisms of the three
dissenting judges, and the dangers inherent in such
an international, political trial. His systematic,
partisan treatment pulls together evidence American
lawyers and liberals have long suspected, feared,
and dismissed from their minds. Contents: Preface.
I. Introduction. II. The Tokyo Trial. III. Problems of
International Law. IV. Problems of Legal Process. V.
Problems of History. VI. After the Trial. Appendices.
Originally published in 1971. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology
to again make available previously out-of-print books
from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is
to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published
by Princeton University Press since its founding in
1905.
In this new collection of essays the editors assess the
legacy of the Nuremberg Trial asking whether the Trial
really did have a civilising influence or if it constituted
little more than institutionalised vengeance. Three
essays focus particularly on the historical context and
involve rich analysis of, for example, the atmospherics of
the Trial itself and the attitudes of German society at the
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time to the conduct of the Trial. The majority of the
essays deal with the contemporary legacies of the
Nuremberg Trial and attempt to assess the ongoing
relevance of the Judgment itself and of the principles
encapsulated in it. Some essays consider the importance
of the principle of individual criminal responsibility under
international law and argue that the international
community has to some extent failed to fulfil the promise
of Nuremberg in the decades since the Trial. Other
essays focus on contemporary application of aspects of
the substantive law of Nuremberg - particularly the
international crime of aggression, the law of military
occupation and the use of the crime of conspiracy as an
alternative basis of criminal responsibility. The collection
also includes essays analysing the nature and operation
of a number of international criminal tribunals since
Nuremberg including the permanent International
Criminal Court. The final grouping of essays focus on the
impact of the Nuremberg Trial on Australia examining, in
particular, Australia's post-World War Two war crimes
trials of Japanese defendants, Australia's extensive
national case law on Article 1(F) of the Refugee
Convention and Australia's national implementing
legislation for the Rome Statute.
In an era marked by atrocities perpetrated on a grand
scale, the tragedy of the so-called comfort
women—mostly Korean women forced into prostitution by
the Japanese army—endures as one of the darkest
events of World War II. These women have usually been
labeled victims of a war crime, a simplistic view that
makes it easy to pin blame on the policies of imperial
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Japan and therefore easier to consign the episode to a
war-torn past. In this revelatory study, C. Sarah Soh
provocatively disputes this master narrative. Soh reveals
that the forces of Japanese colonialism and Korean
patriarchy together shaped the fate of Korean comfort
women—a double bind made strikingly apparent in the
cases of women cast into sexual slavery after fleeing
abuse at home. Other victims were press-ganged into
prostitution, sometimes with the help of Korean
procurers. Drawing on historical research and interviews
with survivors, Soh tells the stories of these women from
girlhood through their subjugation and beyond to their
efforts to overcome the traumas of their past. Finally,
Soh examines the array of factors— from South Korean
nationalist politics to the aims of the international
women’s human rights movement—that have contributed
to the incomplete view of the tragedy that still dominates
today.
A study of the untold stories of the Tokyo war crimes
trials written by the same author as A Delicate
Arrangement, The Luck of Nineveh, The Search For The
Gold Of Tutankhamen and A Dream Of Troy to name a
few.
Organized in the immediate aftermath of World War II to
try the former Nazi leaders for war crimes, the
Nuremberg trials, known as the International Military
Tribunal (IMT), paved the way for global conversations
about genocide, justice, and human rights that continue
to this day. As Francine Hirsch reveals in this immersive
new history of the trials, a central piece of the story has
been routinely omitted from standard accounts: the
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critical role that the Soviet Union played in making
Nuremberg happen in the first place. Hirsch's book
reveals how the Soviets shaped the trials--only to be
written out of their story as Western allies became bitter
Cold War rivals. Soviet Judgment at Nuremberg offers
the first full picture of the war trials, illuminating the many
ironies brought to bear as the Soviets did their part to
bring the Nazis to justice. Everyone knew that Stalin had
originally allied with Hitler before the Nazi invasion of the
Soviet Union. The Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact of 1939
hung heavy over the courtroom, as did the suspicion
among the Western prosecutors and judges that the
Soviets had falsified evidence in an attempt to pin one of
their own war crimes, the Katyn massacre of Polish
officers, on the Nazis. It did not help that key members of
the Soviet delegation, including the Soviet judge and
chief prosecutor, had played critical roles in Stalin's
infamous show trials of the 1930s. For the lead American
prosecutor Robert H. Jackson and his colleagues, Soviet
participation in the Nuremberg Trials undermined their
overall credibility and possibly even the moral
righteousness of the Allied victory. Yet Soviet jurists had
been the first to conceive of a legal framework that
treated war as an international crime. Without it, the IMT
would have had no basis for judgment. The Soviets had
borne the brunt of the fighting against
Germany--enduring the horrors of the Nazi occupation
and experiencing almost unimaginable human losses
and devastation. There would be no denying their place
on the tribunal, nor their determination to make the most
of it. Once the trials were set in motion, however, little
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went as the Soviets had planned. Soviet Judgment at
Nuremberg shows how Stalin's efforts to direct the
Soviet delegation and to steer the trials from afar
backfired, and how Soviet war crimes became exposed
in open court. Hirsch's book offers readers both a frontrow seat in the courtroom and a behind-the-scenes look
at the meetings in which the prosecutors shared secrets
and forged alliances. It reveals the shifting relationships
among the four countries of the prosecution (the U.S.,
Great Britain, France, and the USSR), uncovering how
and why the Palace of Justice in Nuremberg became a
Cold War battleground. In the process Soviet Judgment
at Nuremberg offers a new understanding of the trials
and a fresh perspective on the post-war movement for
human rights.
On August 21, 2013, chemical weapons were unleashed
on the civilian population in Syria, killing another 1,400
people in a civil war that had already claimed the lives of
more than 140,000. As is all too often the case, the
innocent found themselves victims of a violent struggle
for political power. Such events are why human rights
activists have long pressed for institutions such as the
International Criminal Court (ICC) to investigate and
prosecute some of the world’s most severe crimes:
genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity.
While proponents extol the creation of the ICC as a
transformative victory for principles of international
humanitarian law, critics have often characterized it as
either irrelevant or dangerous in a world dominated by
power politics. Christopher Rudolph argues in Power and
Principle that both perspectives are extreme. In contrast
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to prevailing scholarship, he shows how the interplay
between power politics and international humanitarian
law have shaped the institutional development of
international criminal courts from Nuremberg to the ICC.
Rudolph identifies the factors that drove the creation of
international criminal courts, explains the politics behind
their institutional design, and investigates the behavior of
the ICC. Through the development and empirical testing
of several theoretical frameworks, Power and Principle
helps us better understand the factors that resulted in the
emergence of international criminal courts and helps us
determine the broader implications of their presence in
society.
Advocates of the ‘Nuremberg legacy’ emphasize the
positive impact of the individualization of responsibility
and the establishment of an historical record through
judicial procedures for ‘war crimes’. This legacy has
been cited in the context of the establishment and
operation of the UN ad hoc International Criminal
Tribunals in the 1990s, as well as for the International
Criminal Court. The problem with this legacy, however, is
that it is based solely on the experience of West
Germany. Furthermore, the effect of the procedure on
post-conflict society has not been empirically examined.
This book does this by analyzing the Tokyo Trial, the
other International Military Tribunal established after the
Second World War, and its impact on post-war Japan.
Madoka Futamura examines the short- and long-term
impact of the International Military Tribunal for the Far
East (the Tokyo Trial), on post-war Japan, in order to
improve the understanding of and strategy for ongoing
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international war crimes tribunals. War Crimes Tribunals
and Transitional Justice will be of much interest to
students of war crimes, international law, transitional
justice and international relations in general.
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